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Leverage new insights 
in students’ decision-
making process 

Better insight into prospective students’ decision-
making process means you can be more precise and 
targeted in your marketing strategy 

And better precision means better ROI on student marketing 
initiatives. 

Building on our recent Student Marketing Report, we conducted a 

student survey to back up what we already know about how 

students think. In this report you’ll gain a more precise 

understanding of your prospective students’ decision-making 

process. Key findings include: 

• A university’s chance to position itself in the student’s line of 
sight begins much earlier than previously thought 

• Program is by far the most important factor in student decision-

making, out-ranking study destination, ratings and reputation 

when it comes to attracting applicants 

• A staggering 87% of international students have not visited the 

country of the school they’re applying to before submitting their 

application 

The key to increased ROI in international student marketing is to 

leverage your understanding of prospective students’ decision-

making process. That’s how you make sure you have the right type 
of messaging, reaching the student through the right channel, at 

the right time, to spark a connection that will lead to a submitted 

application. 

Read on for a new level of insight into students’ decision-making 

process, and a quick guide to getting more out of your student 

marketing efforts this year. 

Happy reading! 

Mark Hughes 
University Sales Manager 

Mark Hughes has 8 years of 
experience partnering with 
universities and colleges 
from across the globe to help 
them meet their admissions 
targets year after year. He 
has in-depth knowledge of 
the keys to successful 
student marketing and is 
passionate about connecting 
the best students with the 
right schools.



 Sqore® Student Decision-Making Survey 2017 

Insight #1 
59% of students start to plan their international 
studies more than two years before enrollment 
Universities need to think at least one to two admission cycles ahead in order 
to capture the attention of the best students in time. 

Insight #2 
Study program far outweighs other factors in 
students’ decision-making 
Program-specific marketing is still the right place to focus student 
marketing efforts. 

When did you start thinking about studying abroad?

5 or more years  
before start

2 years  
before start

1 year 
before start

6 months 
before start

Just before the 
application deadline

6%

11%

23%

31%31%

Rate the level of importance of the following when deciding 
to study abroad. 

Program

Destination

Ranking of the school

Reputation

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
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Insight #3 
Less than half of prospective students look to 
rankings to find their next school 
Instead, students are looking to connect with universities in more interactive 
venues like scholarship sites, social media and study fairs. 

Where do you expect to see your future university?

School Rankings

Study fairs

Scholarship sites

My current school/job

Social Media

Program Rankings

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%
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Insight #4 
73% of students say that their final choice was 
mostly an individual decision 
The individual connection, between a prospective student and a university, is 
much more likely to influence where a student applies, than traditional 
influences like parents and school counsellors.  

Insight #5 
46% of students rate their university’s support 
to start a professional career as very important 
The career-planning support offered by your institution is worth showcasing to 
prospective students. 

Which influencers have had an impact on 
your decision making? (pick all that apply)

73%

22%
21%

35%

26%

Friends
Parents
Famous alumni
Career Counselor
I made the decision on my own

How important is it that the University 
offers support to start your professional career?

Not important Very important
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Insight #6 
87% of applicants have not 
visited the country of study 
before submitting an 
application 
This is a key area where investments into 
digital content can really help you to connect 
with prospective students and showcase what 
your study destination can offer. 

Insight #7 
A third of students apply and are accepted to 
several universities and are able to pick and 
choose which one to attend 
Schools that maintain and nurture their connection with students from 
acceptance to enrollment have a better chance of retaining the best students.     

Had you visited the 
country before applying?

No
87 %

Yes
13 %

If you did apply to more than one 
university, did you get accepted to 
several universities?

0%

25%

50%

Yes No Only applied to 
one school

31% 

16%

picked their first choice 

were influenced by the  
communication with the 
school 

53% stated that other factors influenced their 
decision



 Sqore® Quick Guide 

What does this mean?  
When you start to understand when and how your prospective 

students are making their decisions about which institutions to 
apply to, you can use that information to structure a marketing plan 

that makes the most out of content investments that you’ve already 

made and steers your advertising budget to the right space and 

message at the right time. 

Here are four quick tips to get you started. 

Students start thinking and 
planning ahead early. 
Education isn’t a decision that is made lightly, as 
evidenced by the survey respondents. It’s clearly not an 
impulsive decision, with students spending a lot of time 
and effort several years before enrollment to reach their 
goal. You need to adapt your marketing strategy to 
support their selection process both online, at fairs and 
in your material, so that it attracts and engages them 
every step of the way.  

The program matters most. 
With this in mind, the communication focus needs to be 
on the program and clearly communicating and 
engaging with prospective students to evaluate if indeed 
the program is right for them. The benefits are twofold; 
the student won’t waste time and effort on programs 
that they will not enjoy, and you can focus on 
candidates that are the right fit, saving time, effort and 
internal resources. 
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 Sqore® Quick Guide 

Ultimately, where to go is the student’s 
own choice. 
It’s important for universities to reach the individuals to 
influence them directly, putting extra weight on the 
marketing strategy and including relevant information. 
This means analyzing student behavior and constantly 
evaluating your marketing efforts for ROI – i.e. including 
relevant information and prune the channels that 
provide little value and be creative in using activities 
that can complement your traditional efforts. 

Students don’t put all eggs 
in one basket. 
The student recruitment process doesn’t end with an 
offer of admission. The fact is that the majority of 
students apply to several universities and are accepted 
by more than one. This means that they are directly 
comparing you to others all through to the final 
decision-making stage. 

What are you doing to ensure that they end up choosing 
you beyond making the offer? Keep engaging with the 
student all the way until enrollment day. 

  

Get started today and let Sqore® work you 
throughout your next admissions cycle. 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Attract top 
academic talent. 
By combining multi-channel marketing with an engaging skills- and 

knowledge-focused challenge, Sqore is uniquely equipped to reach 
the students you desire through all stages of the recruitment cycle. 

In a Sqore Challenge you showcase your program and university, 

and at the same time assess individuals' skills and fit for your 

university – data that you can smoothly integrate into your 

application process – as a perfect complement to your standard 

student recruitment efforts.  

Contact us now to explore how we can help you secure the 
prospective students you need for next semester 

Sqore® 
Brännkyrkagatan 14A 
11820 Stockholm, Sweden 
hello@sqore.com 

Attract. 
We market your Sqore Challenge in our own network of nearly 1 million users, social media and a wide array of carefully selected 
marketing partners globally. Your program and university get optimal exposure toward your target group. The non-traditional format 
speaks to the audience in a way that makes it stand out from the crowd, attracting the attention of the students you want.  

Engage. 
The Sqore format is a set of challenges that puts the individual's skills to the test, and also allows them to learn more about your 
program and university. Once a candidate has been identified as both eligible and suitable, you can use the platform to continuously 
build a relationship with the student, and deepen their engagement with you to ensure that they pick your university if granted several 
offers.  

Qualify. 
Regardless how many students show interest in your university, it's the ones that fit your requirements that count. Sqore qualifies 
candidates, and via the user-friendly dashboard you manage and rank them based on your pre-defined criteria. It’s an additional 
resource in judging suitability and eligibility, saving you valuable administration time and allowing you to channel your resources on 
the prioritized candidates.

“With the quality of candidates that will come through, I 
know I can cross off 1-5 places in our programs when we 
use Sqore. And you can really tell when you reach out 
how engaged the candidates are!”  

  James Kent 
  Senior Media Officer CEIBS 

“Sqore was brilliant in increasing our visibility online and 
gives us our most successful referral traffic. On top of 
that, the setup was easy and the service we received was 
always friendly.”  

  Magdalena Bennett 
  Web & Marketing Officer  
  University of Edinburgh
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